7S	Poetry and Contemplation
let its form imprint itself upon my mind. Slowly 1 became
aware of a quite new knowledge. I seemed to sense what
I can only call the * physics * of that mug. Instead of merely
seeing its shape and colour I felt what I described to
myself as its * stresses and strains \ the pressures of its
roundness and solidity and the table holding it up. This
sense did not come at once and I suppose it might never
have come if 1 had not sat still and waited. But from this
few minutes* exercise on a tin mug I found a clue which
eventually led me to understand what was the significance
of many pictures, buildings, statues, which had before
been meaningless/*1
The aesthetic attitude can be taken towards other
objects than those of sense. In every sphere of life there
are times when we become disinterested, either deli-
berately or from force of circumstances, and attend to an
object for its own sake. Thus, among the rough and ready
judgments of character which serve our need in ordinary
affairs, we may suddenly be brought face to face with a
clear revelation of motive, fascinating us by its meanness
or nobility, so that we view it for a while with a sort of
artistic detachment, although some answering action is
required of us: here the aesthetic attitude alternates with
the practical. In other cases it may alternate with the
speculative. There are those, like Mr Bertrand Russell,
who ind in mathematics " supreme beauty—a beauty cold
and austere, like that of sculpture ".* Again, in the course
of an argument proceeding step by step towards some/
philosophic height, we may pause to admire -an idea for
* A Up qf One'* Own, p. 91.
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